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Comments 

 
The candidate demonstrated adequate knowledge and understanding of business and accounting 

concepts and was able to apply his/her knowledge in tackling business problems in familiar 

situations. He/She communicated factual information, opinions and suggestions using appropriate 

business terminology. 

 

In Question 1 part (a), though the technology and income levels of foreign countries were 

mentioned, they were not clearly explained. In part (b), the strategy of global sourcing and setting 

up of assembly lines in other countries were explained. In Question 2 part (b), the contribution of 

SMEs in promoting innovation was mentioned but the explanation for it was not related to the case 

scenarios. In Question 3 part (a), the change in share price in (ii) was correctly identified and an 

appropriate explanation for it was given. In part (b), an explanation of the going concern assumption 

was given but valuation of the non-current assets was not provided. In Question 4 part (a), in the 

statement of financial position, closing inventory was treated as a capital item and the net profit 

figure was missing. In parts (b) and (c), the candidate was unable to identify the leadership style 

adopted by Mandy. Hence the disadvantages mentioned were irrelevant. 

 

The answers provided by the candidate were given using appropriate business terminology with 

analysis of the business situations mentioned in the questions. This piece of work is of Level 3 in the 

HKDSE reporting scale. 
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Comments 

 
The candidate demonstrated adequate knowledge and understanding of accounting functions and 

processes. The answers to Questions 1(a) and 2(a)(ii) were satisfactory. Questions putting 

candidates in slightly unfamiliar situations were not well dealt with. Obvious examples were the 

calculation of the partners’ capital balances and the revised net profit for the year in Question 4(a) 

and (b). The candidate omitted the whole of Question 5. The performance in Question 8 was not 

satisfactory and he/she was not able to show the correct journal entries as well as most of the items 

in the statement of financial position in part (A). The candidate did satisfactorily in costing Question 

8(B) but his/her performance was less satisfactory in Questions 3 and 6, which demanded 

synthesising and analytical skills.  

 

In summary, the candidate was able to apply accounting knowledge to familiar situations.  This 

piece of work is of Level 3 in the HKDSE reporting scale. 
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Comments 

 
In general, the candidate demonstrated adequate knowledge and understanding of business 

management concepts. To a certain extent, the candidate was able to apply these concepts in 

analysing various management issues. He/She was able to communicate information and opinions 

using appropriate business terminology. 

 

In Question 1, the candidate was able to provide some appropriate risk management strategies; 

however, the explanation was not precise or specific enough. In Question 2, the candidate 

demonstrated certain knowledge of product strategies, e.g. to provide add-on services. However, the 

suggestions of providing coupons and cash dollars were irrelevant. In Question 3, the candidate’s 

knowledge of internal communication programmes was good and he/she was able to make good 

suggestions. In Question 4, the candidate was able to calculate the trade receivables turnover but 

his/her understanding of elements of the credit policy was very limited. 

 

In Question 5 (a), the candidate showed little knowledge of the operating cycle. For the cash 

conversion cycle, the explanation was unclear. In part (b), the candidate gave irrelevant points on 

the limitation of using budgetary control. In part (c), the candidate understood the ‘marketing 

concept’ but the explanation was not clear or specific enough. Lastly, in part (d), the candidate was 

able to show some knowledge of the bases of market segmentation and provided a brief explanation.  

However, the explanation should have been more relevant to the case. 

 

In Question 6 (a), the candidate was able to mention some disadvantages of the proposed 

remuneration system on staff morale and motivation. In part (b), the candidate was able to make 

relevant suggestions and demonstrated a good understanding of Theory Y type staff. However, 

candidates were expected to relate the motivational method with the case. In part (c), the candidate 

was able to differentiate the net present value method from the accounting rate of return. The answer 

showed the candidate’s good knowledge of these two investment appraisal methods. Lastly, the 

candidate was able to explain one relevant non-financial factor, i.e. enhancing public image, to 

support the investment project. 

 

In Question 8 (a), basically the candidate was able to explain the various data collection methods in 

the context of a language learning centre, though some of the explanation was unclear and flawed. 

In part (b), the candidate demonstrated a good understanding of the steps in conducting a 

performance appraisal but the elaboration needed to be more specific and related to course 

instructors. This piece of work is of Level 3 in the HKDSE reporting scale. 
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